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KADHO RELEASES ANOTHER INTERACTIVE EBOOK 
WITH LANGUAGE IMMERSION TECHNOLOGY AND 

BRAIN NOURISHING SONGS 
 

Kadho eBooks (& Games) Stimulate Emerging Minds For Future Learning, 
All Scientifically Proven, Through Play And Exploration 

 
Irvine, CA (June 29, 2015) – Like all good storybooks, there’s a little drama and then, everyone lives 
happily ever after. In a Kadho eBook, created by scientists and childhood educators, tots interact with 
the story that stimulates brain circuits for foreign language adaptation later in life!  The science behind 
the endearing A Royal Birthday is brain nourishing and it’s free!  

 
Birthdays mean ice cream and cake, yum! But, 
uh oh, Princess Emma and Mochu need help to 
uncover the missing cake. Parents read, play and 
sing along with their children in this 
downloadable eBook for Tablets (iOS and 
Android. Hidden among the delightful 
illustrations and activities are lessons to develop 
the appropriate brain regions. As the child grows, 
these same stories include content that caters 
towards advanced functions such as memory, 
impulse control, attention and creativity. 
 
You say orange and down the block they say 
naranja. Fluent language skills in English, 

Spanish, French and Italian are attainable when parents start the educational journey in that magical 
‘window’ of early childhood. A Royal Birthday joins Kadho’s first eBook, Mochu Says Goodnight, with 
an interactive adventure that uses sounds that form the root of language. The books are designed for 
youngsters from birth to about five years old. The company, which just launched in May, has already 
launched two game apps, Mochu Pop! (iOS, Android), Mochu Builds Treehouses (iOS, Android) and 
Mochu Says Goodnight (iOS, Android). The company is on track to introduce two apps or eBooks per 
month through August. 
 
Does it work? Yes, says all of the Kadho research by their esteemed team. In fact, Dr. David Long, 
Former California Secretary of Education and current Chairperson of the Federal Education Safe & 
Drug Free Schools and Community Advisory Committee, just joined Kadho’s Advisory Board to 
support their innovation in early childhood education.  
 
 A Royal Birthday • Ages Newborn+ • Free 

You’re invited to join Mochu the Penguin to celebrate Princess Emma’s royal birthday. Read, 
play and sing along with your baby as you follow Emma and Mochu on a search for her missing 



cake. Have fun interacting with objects in this eBook that expose a child to the most important 
sounds (words and phonemes) in English, Spanish, French and Italian. 
 

Parents are the first to see the lessons learned with the enclosed Dashboard, powered by state-of-the-art 
and high secured cloud-based technology. Moms and dads can actually measure what really matters in a 
child’s learning and development -- diagnosing strengths, working to improve the weaknesses, tracing 
their progress -- to provide real data to personalize each child’s learning.  
 
A network of scientists, linguists and early childhood experts backs every Kadho game app and book. 
All Kadho products are ad-free and certified kidSAFE so grownups can let their tykes play without 
worry.  
 
Some have wondered how this new company can keep pumping out such a high quality content and 
provide it free of charge to consumers.  “We have a B2B arm working with educational institutions and 
building specialized content,” CEO, Dr. Kaveh Azartash explains of their business strategy. “That’s our 
major monetization path. We will have no ads, in-app purchases in our games and plan to continue 
release free products for children” he assures. 
 
Tech and education gurus have taken notice. Best Mobile Apps Awards honored the infant and 
preschool focused company its 2015 Platinum Award for Best App for Children and Toddlers for 
Kadho’s very first game App, Mochu Pop, launched earlier this year. That’s magnifique and splendido! 
 
ABOUT KADHO 
Kadho was founded by two PhDs and backed by a strong network of early childhood educators, 
neuroscientists, linguists and child psychologists. Kadho Inc. is utilizing the last 50 years of brain 
science to develop games and eBooks to maintain and enhance the innate abilities that children are born 
with. Kadho is proudly incubated at EvoNexus. For more information, visit their informative website, 
www.kadho.com  


